
ABSTRACT 

KEARBY, JOHN. Time-Staged Network Flow Modeling and Transportation Planning for 
Noncombatant Evacuation Operations in South Korea. (Under the direction of Dr. Brandon 
McConnell). 
 

Noncombatant Evacuation Operations (NEO) are missions that transport US citizens 

from within a foreign nation to separate safe haven.  Commonly, they are conducted by military 

forces under the direction of the US Department of State in response to military conflicts, 

political unrest, or natural disasters.  In the past, these missions have been relatively simple 

scenarios - uncontested point to point evacuations of a few hundred people by military aircraft 

from an embassy to nearby US Navy ships.  And while much of the current doctrine is 

dominated by those scenarios; a more complicated and heady problem exists on the Korean 

peninsula, where there are over 150,000 US citizens and a legitimate military threat at play in 

North Korea. 

Evaluation of the current evacuation methodology at work in South Korea reveals an 

opportunity for significant improvement in terms of both the motivating logic and the ultimate 

performance of a NEO on the peninsula.  Due to its scale, existing plans leverage the public 

transportation system to move distributed evacuees to ports located along the southern coast.  

These plans make use of a potent asset, but not in such a way as to maximize its effect.  This 

work proposes the modeling and optimization of a South Korea NEO to build on and improve 

the current plans. 

Specifically, we formulate a time-staged network model of the South Korean 

noncombatant evacuation system as a mixed integer linear program to determine an optimal flow 

configuration that minimizes the time required to complete an evacuation.  This solution 

considers the capacity and resource constraints of each transportation mode and effectively 



allocates the limited assets across the time-staged network to create a feasible evacuation plan.  

That solution is post-processed and a vehicle routing procedure produces a high resolution 

schedule for each individual asset throughout the entire duration of the NEO. 

This presentation demonstrates the utility and responsiveness of the model and vehicle 

routing procedure by testing its performance against a realistic evacuation scenario.  This case 

study introduces additional restrictions during mission planning and disrupts the network and 

fleet during the actual evacuation.  The result of this work is a methodology and solution 

procedure that represents a marked improvement over the existing doctrine at work on the 

Korean peninsula. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Noncombatant Evacuation Operations 

Noncombatant Evacuation Operations (NEOs) are operations in which US citizens, 

Department of Defense (DoD) civilians, and pre-designated host nation (HN) or third-country 

nationals (TCN) are transported from within a foreign nation to a separate safe haven. These 

operations generally occur as a result of military conflict, political unrest, or natural disaster but 

they can be directed for any number of other reasons by the Department of State (DOS).  The 

manner in which NEOs are conducted can have far-reaching positive or negative effects across 

diplomatic, humanitarian, military, and economic realms and they require deliberate and 

thoughtful planning to execute well. 

These missions are ultimately the responsibility of the DOS to order and coordinate, but 

it is the responsibility of military forces – specifically the Geographic Combatant Command 

(GCC) – “to prepare and maintain plans for the protection and evacuation of US noncombatants 

abroad for whom the DoD is responsible” (Joint Doctrine Group, 2010). There are six Ground 

Combatant Commands chartered with this broad mission and generally the GCCs assign country 

specific NEO missions to an individual military component commander (Army, Navy, Marines, 

or Air Force) or they choose to establish a Joint Task Force (JTF) to conduct the operations.  The 

complex and often ambiguous nature of these missions require close coordination and planning 

between the DOS, GCC, and host nation throughout the operation.   

While the significance of the NEO mission is considerable, it is important to note that the 

NEO mission is almost never the primary mission of the various military component commands - 

rather it is an additional responsibility contingent on political or environmental circumstances. 

And therefore, the military component commands develop broadly scoped and flexible plans 

with the understanding that they will have to adjust based on what actually occurs on the ground. 

This is a reasonable approach – but in some specific countries it presents an opportunity to 

further develop branch plans and provide rigorous decision-assistance tools to those component 

staffs and commanders in advance of a directed NEO mission.   

 

1.2. Historical Examples and Significance 

The earliest formal noncombatant evacuation operations were conducted in 1975 during 

the final months of the Vietnam War, the most notable of which was Operation Frequent Wind. 
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That operation evacuated over 7,000 US citizens and TCNs out of Saigon, Vietnam, to US Navy 

ships located in the South China Sea (Washington, 2015). It was conducted by a JTF comprised 

of US Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force, the South Vietnamese Air Force, and the embassies of 

both nations. That mission was executed exclusively using military helicopters, and it ultimately 

provided a number of lasting images of the end of the war in Vietnam. Noncombatant evacuation 

doctrine evolved over the next thirty years – with dozens of missions taking place in Liberia 

(Operation Sharp Edge), Sierra Leone (Operation Silver Anvil), Liberia (Operation Assured 

Response), Albania (Operation Silver Wake), and Lebanon. The majority of these missions were 

conducted by joint task forces led by US Marine Corps expeditionary units and evacuated a few 

hundred personnel at a time by military aircraft. As stated, the effects of NEO can be far 

reaching and therefore substantial political and military is applied toward making sure these 

missions are successful.    

1.3. A Personal Anecdote  

To introduce the motivation for this thesis and provide context for its direction, I will 

further explain my experiences with NEO. I am a US Army Engineer Officer and I served as the 

commander of Mechanized Engineer (Sapper) Company based out of Fort Hood, Texas. During 

my command, the 1st Brigade Combat Team (BCT) of the 1st Cavalry Division, to which my 

company was assigned, conducted a rotational deployment to South Korea to support the 

relationship with Republic of Korea (ROK) forces and serve as a deterrent for northern 

aggression. Soon after we arrived in country we completed a relief-in-place and transfer of 

authority with the BCT who was already on the ground. We conducted a joint mission analysis 

and made necessary plans to respond to variety to contingencies – to include the noncombatant 

evacuation operation. Throughout that planning process, I personally struggled with the NEO 

plans and was left wanting for details that simply did not exist or questions that would be very 

challenging to answer until the situation developed. My company and I developed plans that 

were inherently flexible and we rehearsed the decisions that we thought would need to be made 

as information became available.  Following that planning period, we began conducting 

numerous qualification and field training exercises at echelon, both as pure US forces and in 

conjunction with the ROK Army, and we periodically revisited the NEO plan during the 

readiness exercises.   
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A few months into the tour, the BCT participated in the annual peninsula-wide NEO 

exercise, Operation Courageous Channel. In this operation the US Pacific Command acted as the 

GCC and the 2nd Infantry Division (2ID) served as the delegated component command.  As the 

exercise proceeded, it was evident that the evacuees gained an understanding of their 

responsibilities and how they could expect an evacuation to progress from start to finish. But, it 

was also clear that the potentially most complex and challenging portions of the actual 

evacuation plans could not be replicated or rehearsed by 2ID, specifically the uncertainty 

associated with the arrival large numbers of evacuees and their movement through the public 

transportation system.  As a result of those factors, I was left feeling uncomfortable with the final 

plan. I believed that with further investigation, the overall NEO plan could be improved or built 

upon to aid the units on the ground with its execution.   

 

1.4. Context and Problem Definition 

It is clear that South Korea presents a number of challenges that differ from many of the 

evacuations formally conducted by the United States in the past. First, the scale is drastically 

different.  Based on the 2018 F-77 Report of Potential Evacuees in South Korea, (Appendix E) 

there are up to 473,669 people that the DOS and DoD is responsible for evacuating. Second, that 

number of personnel exceeds the reasonable capacity of military aircraft available for evacuation 

and therefore the plan relies on the public transportation system of South Korea. That aspect of 

the plan makes good use of a powerful asset, but it results in a plan that is difficult to rehearse 

and refine outside of an actual evacuation. It also inserts a network component into the 

evacuation, where generally NEOs have been point to point from an embassy to safe haven.   

Third, given the nature of the political landscape and the provocation and escalation 

policies employed by North Korea, the threat of large scale military action by units on the 

peninsula is real, and that creates a scarcity in terms of the available DoD forces to facilitate the 

NEO.  In the majority of the evacuation missions conducted over the past thirty years that has not 

truly been the case. The evacuation location conflicts did not possess peer or near-peer level 

militaries that would detract from the forces conducting the NEO. That is simply not the case on 

the peninsula.  Given the nature of the operational environment in Korea, a noncombatant 

evacuation requires a dramatically different approach then those pursued in the past.   
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This thesis seeks to help better prepare the 2nd Infantry Division (2ID) Commander and 

the Staff in their planning, preparation, and execution of noncombatant operations.  There are 

many aspects of this problem that could be investigated and modeled, but following discussions 

with the 2nd Infantry Division Staff, specifically the NEO Coordinator and Operations Research 

Systems Analysis Officers, the focus of this thesis will be toward the analysis of the evacuation 

network and the allocation of transportation assets in the most efficient manner possible to 

evacuate personnel and minimize the usage of military units over the course of the operation.   

 

1.5. Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to create a decision-assistance model that describes the 

existing NEO transportation network in South Korea and recommends an allocation of available 

transportation assets in a manner that makes the most efficient use of that network.  The model 

seeks to minimize the total number people-minutes of an evacuation by assigning flows in an 

optimal manner.  The model accounts for variable evacuee arrivals into the system and iterates 

through a number of periods sufficient to facilitate a complete evacuation.  The model aims to 

produce an initial schedule for transportation assets that can be updated on a daily basis based on 

actual arrivals at assembly points.  Inputs into the model include the arrival information of 

evacuees into the system and as well as the total available transportation fleet information within 

each period.   

Ultimately, the objectives of the model revolve around being a practical and functional 

tool that can assist the 2nd Infantry Division in their NEO planning in South Korea and 

potentially provide a methodology for evacuations in similar areas of operations.   
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1. Noncombatant Evacuations 

The majority of the historic noncombatant operations do not inherently lend themselves 

to mathematical modeling, and it is apparent that allocation of assets and network analysis was 

done on a practical basis during the mission planning processes.  As discussed in the problem 

definition; missions generally involved evacuating from a single location to an intermittent 

staging base (ISB) or a safe haven.  

Accounts of Operation Frequent Wind (1975) in Vietnam in from Lieutenant Colonel 

James Washington, who served as the Embarkation Chief for Marine Air Group 26 during the 

mission, details how a JTF leveraged all of its available military aircraft to conduct sorties to and 

from the US Embassy in Saigon back to their vessels in the South China Sea.  Washington 

describes how US military aircraft, Republic of Vietnam Air Force, as well as civilian 

helicopters covertly owned by the US government, were all flying missions simultaneously and 

competing for deck space aboard the ships.  This disordered operating environment resulted in 

numerous helicopter crashes or emergency landings in the ocean due to lack of fuel 

(Washington, 2015).  While this early mission was technically successful in terms of the 

evacuation, it is clear that costly mistakes were made in terms of the aircraft and their allocation 

and that there is room for improvement in terms of the evacuation planning.  Operation Silver 

Wake was a US Marine Corps led evacuation out of Albania in 1997, and it represented a 

marked improvement over Frequent Wind.  The JTF Logistics Officer, Major John Germain 

describes how US Navy and Marine Corps aircraft evacuated over 900 personnel from the US 

Embassy and its associated housing compound and on to a safe haven in Italy.  While this 

mission lacked some of the complexity in terms of the operating environment, it was managed 

quickly and without the loss of life or military assets (Germain, 1997).  But again, this 

evacuation represents a substantially simpler problem that of the South Korea network.   

While these historical examples have not proven to be particularly relevant in this 

instance, meaningful work has been done using multi-agent models to facilitate future 

noncombatant evacuation operations. Multi-agent models have been applied to potential 

evacuation operations to quickly organize available data concerning population locations, 

transportation assets, condition of infrastructure, fuel supplies and other factors, and then apply a 

series of hierarchically sorted tasks to determine how to best conduct an evacuation. (Dix et al., 
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2002).  These models have shown to make significant improvements over their control 

simulations but would have to be heavily modified to account for the complexity of the Korea 

evacuation network. More generally, multi-agent models have also been applied to smaller scale 

evacuations of buildings and urban areas using behavior-related models of individual evacuees 

and properties of the physical environment (Karbovskii et al., 2015). The scope of this multi-

agent application is a bit too narrow, as the interest of this thesis is primarily on the performance 

of a large transportation network and the allocation of assets rather than attempting to smooth the 

behavior of individual actors within a system. In total, the multi-agent work has shown promise, 

but in the Korea scenario there are a number existing political agreements and operational 

requirements that allow for a more directed approach, rather than the using the all-inclusive or 

individual actor multi-agent approaches.   

 

2.2. General Evacuation Models 

While specific work on noncombatant evacuations appears limited, the broader category 

of evacuations related to natural disasters shows significantly more breadth and depth of 

investigation.  There are numerous examples of traffic flow models and simulations that lead to 

traffic control policies to facilitate evacuation in the event of a natural disaster.  Most of the 

existing studies recommend implementing contraflows or lane reversals in various critical areas 

of the networks to smooth outflow and reduce congestion and wait times (Praveen et al., 2010;  

Dhamala et al., 2018). Other models seek to optimize the total performance of the system by 

building objective functions based on the average vehicle speeds across the network.  These 

produce solutions that recommend metering the traffic flow onto key thoroughfares to keep 

network accumulation below a critical level in order to achieve the best system performance 

(Zhang et al., 2015).  These methods themselves are not cleanly applicable to South Korea, 

largely due to the fact that the models rely on the assumption that the population to be evacuated 

is itself mobile.  That is not the case in Korea, where less than 43% of the population has access 

to a personal vehicle (Sung-jin, 2016) and that number drops significantly in urban areas, where 

the population to be evacuated is based.  These issues point to another aspect of evacuation 

models – specifically those that utilize the public transportation system.     
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2.3. Disaster Evacuation Models Using Public Transportation Systems 

The most pertinent and promising studies to this thesis concern the construction of 

models or linear programs that utilize the public transportation system in assist in an evacuation.  

While the motivation for the evacuation differs from that of NEOs, the approximate scale and 

network considerations closely relate to a scenario based in South Korea.   

A number of significant storms damaging urban areas in the early 2000s revealed the 

need for investigation into the use of public transportation assets to evacuate the car-less 

population.  Early studies applied mixed-integer linear programming (Sayyady, 2009) to use the 

local bus fleet in order to minimize the total evacuation time, assuming single trips and known 

pickup locations.  Later models worked to capture the demand uncertainty based on arrivals into 

the system (Song et al., 2016; Abdelgawad et al., 2010) developed a vehicle routing procedures 

to recommend bus routes that would minimize total evacuation times.  Those models were based 

on known pickup and drop off locations of the buses, and were later extended by Kulsherestha 

(2014), in a model that selected optimal pickup locations for evacuees to assemble prior to 

transportation.  

While there are some specific nuances that would need to be considered in the case of a 

South Korea evacuation, the framework established in these previous studies describes a 

practical approach to the problem.  Aspects of an evacuation model, constructed for use by the 

2nd Infantry Division, that differ from previous works would need to capture the three distinct 

modes of transportation: bus, rail, and helicopter.  Because it is intended to be a practical tool, it 

would need to adopt a multi-period approach so it could refine its recommendations based on 

actual arrivals into the system as well as fluctuating bus, train, and helicopter fleet sizes.  It 

would need to account for capacitated nodes at certain reception or intermitted staging nodes and 

it would need to consider the costs of operating evacuee intake points on the system.  A mixed 

integer linear program that integrates those facets, along with the existing works’ use of demand 

uncertainty, defined intake locations, and the general minimization of total evacuation time 

would yield a tool that recommends optimal employment of limited assets to achieve an 

evacuation in South Korea.   
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2.4. Literature Review Summary 

Figure 2.4.1 below categorizes the existing literature on evacuation modeling and 

highlights how this thesis addresses the issues present in a South Korea NEO in relation to the 

existing works on the subject.  As revealed in the literature review, the most overlap occurs 

within natural disaster related models that employ mixed integer linear programming techniques.  

Most of the existing works appear to be seeking optimal policy decisions in the event of a natural 

disaster rather than finding tactical solutions in real time in response to changing circumstances, 

so that represents a unique feature of this thesis.  That distinction in the problem also precipitated 

the use of the time-staged network formulation, which was also a unique approach to disaster 

evacuations. 

Table 2.4.1. Literature Review and Thesis Modeling Comparison. 
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Chapter 3. Design Methodology 

3.1. Data and 2nd Infantry Division Initial Assumptions  

The purpose of this model is ultimately to provide the 2nd Infantry Division with a 

procedure that helps them to better understand their environment and efficiently utilize their 

assets to evacuate non-combatants.  Adopting the requirements of 2ID at the outset of the process 

ensures that model will satisfy their actual needs upon delivery.  LTC Neal Erickson, 2ID FA49 

and MAJ Kyle Thompson, 2ID NEO Coordinator provided data and outlined the general 

operating assumptions that should be present within any evacuation model or procedure.   

In terms of the data and operational information - population data was given in the form 

of the 2018 F-77 Report of Potential Evacuees in South Korea, which describes the location and 

number of evacuees, while also categorizing them based on status – US citizen, DoD civilian, 

TCN contractor, active duty service member and a number of others.  2ID designated three major 

groupings of the population that they wanted to investigate – DoD and USG only, DoD, United 

States Government (USG) and US Citizens, and then the largest grouping of DoD, USG, US 

Citizens, and TCNs.  

In addition to the population data, 2ID provided information regarding the location of the 

designated non-combatant assembly points as well as their perceived flow path options for non-

combatants during an evacuation.  The potential modes of transportation for the evacuees 

includes a Korean Service Corps (KSC) Transportation operated bus fleet, US Army CH-47 

Chinook Helicopters, and the Korean Railroad Corporation (KORAIL) public transportation 

train system.  Generally, the buses are expected to move evacuees from the assembly points to 

train stations for large movements south, and another portion of the bus fleet would receive 

people and move them to the reception station for onward movement.  The helicopters are 

projected to move personnel between assembly points to take advantage of the major bus and 

train movements.  2ID has indicated that the actual fleet sizes and the number of assets is 

expected to fluctuate throughout an evacuation as a result of operational requirements.  While the 

fleet capacities will change, the locations of the assembly points cannot be adjusted – with the 

large number of people and the expected congestion and security issues the assembly points are 

all located on US military bases.  These assumptions and given data serve as the starting point 

for development of the model.   
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3.2. General Non-Combatant Evacuation Process 

It is useful to develop a basic understanding of the sequence of events and the flow of 

personnel within an evacuation so that the model and its features can be clearly communicated.  

Figure 3.2.1 below outlines the evacuation process – the NEO Warden notifies the specific 

population to be evacuated, those personnel prepare and move to designated assembly points, 

transportation assets move evacuees to the relocation center, and addition transportation assets 

move them to the Air/Sea Port of Embarkation (A/SPOD) for movement off the peninsula.   

 

 
Figure 3.2.1. Non-Combatant Evacuation Process (United States Forces Korea, Office of 

the Chief of Staff, 2015). 

 

Of interest to this model are the movements from the assembly points to the A/SPOE, and 

within that band there are large number of permutations.  The most typical scenario for an 

evacuee following their arrival to an assembly point would occur as follows: bus movement to 

US military controlled train station, train movement south to a station located near the relocation 

center, bus movement to the relocation center, and then another bus movement to the port as 

assets become available to move them off peninsula.  Numerous other alternatives exist – an 

evacuee could be bused from the assembly point directly to the port or they could be flown by 

helicopter from the assembly point to a more advantageous position south for rail transit.  The 

aim of the model is to find the most efficient and effective way to conduct these movements.   
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3.3. South Korea Transportation Network  

 The critical components of the evacuation network are the assembly points, relocation 

center, and A/SPOE locations.  These points serve as the nodes of the network and the movement 

alternatives between them build out the actual structure of the network.  Assembly points are 

located on Camp Casey, Camp Red Cloud, Yongsan, Camp Humphreys, and Jamsil Stadium.  

The relocation center is located in Busan and the port of Busan serves as the primary SPOE 

Embarkation.  Figure 3.3.1 depicts the geographic node location and indicates by which 

transportation mode they are connected.   

 
Figure 3.3.1. South Korea Network Overview. 

Figure 3.3.1 captures the productive trips associated with moving personnel toward the 

port of embarkation.  The helicopter and train arcs describe all possible movements for those 

modes, as there are restrictions on where helicopters are permitted to land securely or where 

trains can physically travel.  However, all nodes can be connected by bus for the purposes of the 

network design.  
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3.4. General Solution Procedure 

As stated, the aim of this thesis to help 2ID employ its assets in a reasonable and efficient 

manner to complete an evacuation of South Korea.  The solution procedure utilizes a minimum 

cost time-staged network flow model to produce the optimal personnel flows and establish an 

asset schedule for the evacuation that can be employed by 2ID.   

 

3.4.1. South Korea Evacuation Time-Staged Network Flow Model Formulation 

The following outlines the structure of the time staged network flow model and 

highlights the specific indexes, parameters, variables, while also detailing the mathematical form 

of the objective function and the associated constraints.   

Index Use 

{1,2,...,15}tm M∈ =                  Unique Node Locations  

1tm =                                        Super-source node 

{2,3, 4,5,6,12,14}tm =              Arrival nodes 

m M=                                       Sink node 

{1,2,3...}t T∈ =                         Number of allocation cycles; every 30min over the full 
evacuation horizon 

 

Given Data [Units] 

mpopulation                               Total personnel to be evacuated, by assembly node [people]                                                

mt Mc →                                          Costs associated with moving between nodes and allocation 
cycles of the network.  Consists of a sparse vector with the cost 
of moving from Node 15t to Node M within an allocation cycle 
of interest equal to the time in which that allocation cycle occurs.   

mt m tA ′→                                        Incidence matrix describing node connections.   
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45
750
35

bus

train

helo

capacity
capacity
capacity

=
=
=

                     Single vehicle capacities [people] 

30
100
10

busUtil
trainUtil
heloUtil

=
=
=

                             Minimum flow [people] across transportation mode arcs  

 

Parameters [Units] 

busFMC
trainFMC
heloFMC

                                    Number of available vehicles [bus, train, helicopters] 

{ }mt mt mN P X x population= = ⋅    Planned/Actual [people] at arrival nodes m in time t  

  

1

T

m mt
t

S N
=

=∑                                      Single vector of all super-source arrivals; all arrivals enter 

network through the super-source node within various 
allocation cycles 

mt mtlowerbound N=                      Minimum flow from node m in cycle t; super-source to Arrival 
Nodes [people] 

 

Decision Variables [Units]  

mtx                                                 Flow across arcs [people] within an allocation cycle 

mty                                                     Binary indicator variable, linked to xmt by utilization threshold 

 

Auxiliary Variables [Units] 

busTotalCapacity busCapacity busFMC
trainTotalCapacity trainCapacity trainFMC
heloTotalCapacity heloCapacity heloFMC

= ⋅
= ⋅
= ⋅

      Available capacity per cycle [minutes] 
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Model Formulation  

1 1
min

M T

mt mt
m t

c x
= =
∑∑                                                                                      (1.1) 

s.t. 

mt mA S=                                                                                                  1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =    (1.2) 

,mt heloArcs t mtx A heloTotalCapacity y≤ ⋅                                                    1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =    (1.3) 

,mt heloArcs t mtx A heloUtil y≥ ⋅                                                                     1,..., ; 1,...,m M t λ= =    (1.4) 

,mt busArcs t mtx A busTotalCapacity y≤ ⋅                                                      1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =     (1.5) 

,mt busArcs t mtx A busUtil y≥ ⋅                                                                       1,..., ; 1,...,m M t λ= =    (1.6) 

,mt trainArcs t mtx A trainTotalCapacity y≤ ⋅                                                  1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =     (1.7) 

,mt trainArcs t mtx A trainUtil y≥ ⋅                                                                  1,..., ; 1,...,m M t λ= =     (1.8) 

,( : ) ,( : )heloArcs t arcLength t heloArcs t arcLength t
heloArcs t

x A heloTotalCapacity− −⋅ ≤∑ ∑      1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =     (1.9) 

,( : ) ,( : )busArcs t arcLength t busArcs t arcLength t
busArcs t

x A busTotalCapacity− −⋅ ≤∑ ∑          1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =     (1.10) 

,( : ) ,( : )trainArcs t arcLength t trainArcs t arcLength t
trainArcs t

x A trainTotalCapacity− −⋅ ≤∑ ∑    1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =    (1.11) 

mt mtx lowerbound≥                                                                              1,..., ; 1,...,m M t T= =    (1.12) 

0x ≥  and Integer                                                                                                                        (1.13) 

0y ≥  and Binary                                                                                                                         (1.14) 

 

3.4.2. Model Summary 

The objective (1.1) seeks to minimize the total time of an evacuation through the 

allocation to transportation assets across decision cycles.  It accomplishes this by establishing a 

cost for exiting the network in each time period, with the cost increasing according to the period 

in which the exit occurs.  Constraint (1.2) defines the network structure and ensures the flow 
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balance of each node in the system.  Constraints (1.3) and (1.4) work together to provide an 

upper and lower bound on flows across a singular helicopter arc within an individual time period.  

Constraint (1.3) operates across the whole time horizon, while (1.4) is only active until the 

arrival process is 50% complete or λm; where λm is the mean arrival completion time parameter 

applied to each node.  Constraint (1.5) and (1.6), and (1.7) and (1.8) are similarly paired to 

provide bounds on bus and train arcs.  Constraints (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11) are mode capacity 

constraints that effect flows across multiple time periods.  They ensure that the total capacity of 

any mode in use is always beneath the total capacity.  Constraint (1.12) forces flow from the 

super-source node in a given allocation cycle to the assembly point nodes in a quantity 

equivalent to the expected arrivals into the system.  Finally, Constraints (1.13) and (1.14) ensure 

the decision variables are non-negative and of the appropriate type, integer or binary.   

 

3.5. Time-Staged Network Model Construction Procedure  

Section 3.4 captures the actual formulation of the model and summarizes the function of 

the objectives and constraints, but in many cases further background and elaboration is warranted 

to support the construction decisions.  Section 3.5 develops key aspects of the model and its 

construction. 

 

3.5.1. Node, Arc, and Time-Stage Construction 

As a result of the scale of the South Korea non-combatant evacuation and the capacity 

constraints of the transportation assets available, it is necessary to employ a time-staged network 

flow model to capture the behavior of the system.  Ultimately, the amount of people entering the 

network nearly always exceeds the total capacity and so personnel are carried over multiple time 

periods until capacity is available.  A time-stage network flow model simply and accurately 

depicts these personnel flows through time and can be used to produce an optimal flow schedule 

for use in asset allocation.  The construction and development of the time-staged network model 

is detailed in Appendix B. 

2ID provided node location information for their assembly points, relocation center, and 

primary SPOE.  These locations form the basic infrastructure of the network.  The objective of 

the model is to minimize the time required to evacuate the population of interest, and therefore 

the costs associated with each arc are determined by the time it takes to complete each one.  In 
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addition to the node locations, 2ID provided some guidance for how the transportation assets 

could be utilized.  Specifically, the CH-47 Chinook helicopters can only be used to move 

personnel between secure locations, i.e. assembly points and the greater Busan area, and the train 

arcs are obviously limited to where existing stations and lines exist.  Developing the arc cost 

vector consisted of mining the travel times for each arc depending on the mode of transportation.  

For bus arcs, travel times were gathered by charting each movement in Waze (Waze Live Traffic 

and Directions, 2018), an international mapping and traffic application, and documenting the 

time it takes to complete each trip.  Train arc travel times were determined by utilizing the 

published KORAIL train schedules (KORAIL KTX, 2018) and helicopter movements times 

were calculated with airspeed and straight-line travel distances.  Having a complete arc list and 

associated travel times allowed for the description of how the arcs with interact with one another 

through time and the enabled the eventual construction of the time-staged network.   

The base time-staged network flow model first required adopting a suitable time interval 

for investigation.  As the shortest round trip movements are 30 minutes that serves as the interval 

of interest.  With that information, the arc costs were then converted from travel time into how 

many time intervals it would take to move between specific nodes.  With the arc list and cost 

described in number of time intervals, it is possible to construct an incidence matrix that 

describes the physical network.  In addition to the arcs that capture movement between nodes 

across time periods, there are also trans-period arcs that account for staying at the same node 

across time periods when the transportation arc capacity is exceeded by arrivals.   

With the physical transportation and trans-period network mapped, there are some other 

considerations that must be made with regard to dummy nodes and arcs that move evacuees into 

and out of the network.  To capture those movements a super-source node and a sink node were 

established to form directed arcs to the assembly point nodes and from the SPOE node out of the 

network.  These special nodes and arcs provide the necessary structure to facilitate the arrival 

process and motivate the model objective function.   

 

3.5.2. Arrivals Process 

Empirical arrival data for a large scale noncombatant evacuation of the peninsula does 

not exist and therefore the arrival of NCEs into the network is modeled through the use of the 

Poisson distribution and a mean arrival rate parameter.  As a result of the various population 
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levels of interest, the probability mass function is utilized to standardize the arrival rates of each 

population level and achieve identical behavior.  This procedure is uniformly applied to each 

individual assembly point – with the only adjustment being the number of NCEs assigned to 

each node.  The following summarizes the modeling of the arrival process:  

Arrivals into the network are described by Equation 3.5.2.1 - 

{ }mt mt mN P W w population= = ⋅                                                                                (Equation 3.5.2.1) 

Defined as follows: 

 tm                                                   Unique node locations 

{1,2,3...}t T∈ =                         Number of allocation cycles; every 30min  

w                                                Time for completion of all arrivals into node m 

mλ                                               Mean time for completion of all arrivals into node m 

z                                                 Segment of interest, in all cases equal to 1 

mtN                                             Arrivals into node m in time period t 

mpopulation                               Total personnel to be evacuated, by assembly node [people]                                              

Where the probabilities are calculated with the standard Poisson probability mass function – 

( ){ }
!

mt zw
mt

mt
z eP W w
w

λλ −

= =                                                                                        (Equation 3.5.2.2) 

In the absence of any useful data, this process approximates the behavior of NCEs and 

determines the number of people that will arrival into each assembly point at each individual 

time window.  

 

3.5.2.1. Arrival Process Assumptions and Uncertainties 

The arrival process and final distribution calculated using Equation 3.5.2.1 is supported 

by limited census data from 2ID as a well as a few rules and assumptions related to the behavior 

of arrivals.   
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2ID provided their 2018 F-77 Report of Potential Evacuees as well as a detailed 

breakdown of that report describing the evacuee locations by South Korea geographical region 

(Appendix E).  Using that information and applying the assumption that each population would 

move to the closest assembly point, and for regions where there are multiple assembly points the 

population was distributed based on the expected capacity of those assembly points.  This 

resulted in an estimate of the total population that would be evacuated through each assembly 

point, which could then be applied as arrivals into the system.  This was the methodology behind 

determining the mpopulation  listed in Equation 3.5.2.1. 

Direct application of Equation 3.5.2.1 to calculate the populations arriving at each node 

yield non-integer values, and so they are rounded to the nearest integer and then used as inputs in 

the model.  It will become evident later, but due to wide variations in the size of the population 

to be evacuated, rounding the final population values is preferable to truncating the Poisson 

probabilities.  Establishing a cutoff point for the Poisson would require a separate policy for each 

segment of the population, as they differ by nearly an order of magnitude, and would still 

necessitate the use of rounding to bring the values back to integer values.  Therefore the single 

rounding policy most simply captures the desired number of arrivals into each node in time 

periods of interest.   

There is considerable uncertainty present in how noncombatant evacuees arrive into the 

network.  Evacuees are notified that an evacuation operation is to occur and are told to report to 

assembly points, but how quickly they arrive is dependent on many factors: how quickly they 

reach word of the evacuation, their sentiment upon receiving word, the distance to the assembly 

point, how quickly they can ready themselves for movement, processing of all their paperwork 

and manifesting at the assembly points are just a few of the many considerations.  Without 

substantive data describing this process this model approximates arrivals with the Poisson 

distribution, but the structure of the complete network model formulation allows for easy 

adjustment or replacement with more accurate or comprehensive arrival data.   

 

3.5.2.2. Model Input as Lower Bound on Super-source Arcs 

The application of the Poisson distribution to the total population being evacuated 

through each the node produces a complete vector of arrivals in the assembly nodes across the 

full time horizon.  The model applies that constructed arrival vector as lower bounds on the arcs 
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between the super-source node and the assembly points to drive the required flow into the 

network at the appropriate time and location.  

 

3.5.3. Cost Vector  

The model is motivated to minimize the total time of an evacuation using a cost vector 

that penalizes later completed evacuations.  The full network, when viewed over the entire 

planned time horizon, contains thousands of individual node-arc connections; however due to the 

time stage construction only a few other those need to be associated with a cost to motivate the 

network.  The time stage network captures flow through the network over time, but the arcs of 

interest are those which move evacuees out of the network and to the sink node.  Those are the 

arcs that have associated costs, and so for each instance of the network, t, those arcs out of the 

network have a cost equal to the time period they are in.  For example, if exiting the network in 

the first period the cost would be 30, in the second period, 60, third period 90…, extending 

across the full time horizon with 30 minute time steps.  This increasing cost vector ensures that 

the model is incentivized to complete the evacuation in the earliest possible time period.   

 

3.5.4. Constraint Development  

With the network model built and sufficiently driven by lower bounds and the cost 

vector, the next phase includes developing the constraints to have the model function in a 

feasible manner.  Broadly – the model needs flow balance constraints at individual nodes, simple 

arc capacity constraints, fleet capacity constraints that control the total flow across a certain 

range of arcs, and integer constraints on the decision variables.   

 

3.5.4.1. Flow Balance Constraints 

 To ensure the network model behaves and actually captures flow correctly, it is necessary 

to create flow balance constraints for each node in the system.  In direct terms, this ensures that 

flow into each node is equal to flow out of that node.  The time stage structure of the network has 

some interesting implications for this constraint, in that when flow into a node exceeds the 

possible flow out within a time period of interest, a separate arc exists that carries the capacitated 

portion of the flow over to another instance of the node in a later time period.  This construction 

ensures that the model remains feasible, even when capacitated within an individual time period.  
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 The actual construction of this constraint across all nodes in the network utilized the 

incidence matrix that describes the physical and trans-period arcs and the arrivals vector 

capturing flow into the network – with one modification.  The final arc out of the network needs 

to equal the sum of total arrival flows into the system.  That stipulation effectively links all of the 

time periods together and ensures that total flow into the network is equal to total flow out of the 

network, and activating the individual node constraints.  Constraint (1.2) captures these effects. 

 

3.5.4.2. Arc Capacity Constraints  

 Each node-arc connection is categorized by the type of transportation asset that facilitates 

the evacuation, and so there are helicopter, bus, and train specific arcs.  And therefore, each of 

those arcs have an upper bound equivalent to the total helicopter, bus, and train capacity which is 

based on the capacity of individual vehicle types and the total number available.  That ensures 

that the flow across in individual arcs stays beneath the available capacity, and this operation can 

be seen in Constraints (1.3), (1.5), and (1.7).   

 

3.5.4.3. Mode Resource Constraints by Time-stage 

 As a result of the time-stage construction of the network, the arc capacity constraints 

need to be extended to capture the total flow across arcs of a given vehicle type beginning in a 

single period, as well as those in progress from earlier periods.  These will ensure that the total 

flow allocated over mode arcs never exceeds the full capacity of the fleet.   In order to institute 

this constraint, each mode of transportation need to first be grouped together and then flows 

across the relevant time periods need to be summed and collectively bounded by the total fleet 

capacity of that mode.  The subtlety here is the relevant time period, as it is different for each 

individual arc, and needs to be accounted for separately within this constraint.  For example, if a 

particular bus arc takes 4 time periods to complete, then for each instance of this constraint, that 

arc contributes flows dating back 4 time periods to the total capacity in use.  That is then applied 

to all mode arcs and then collectively summed as previously discussed.  

 Once formulated, this class of constraints are then applied to every time period to ensure 

that the total arc flows for each transportation mode across their time intervals of interest never 

exceed the total capacity.   
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3.5.4.4. Minimum Asset Utilization Constraint 

 The final output of the minimum cost time-staged network flow model will be an optimal 

flow vector of evacuees moving through the network.  That output is useful, but it does not 

accurately depict an asset schedule if the model is not appropriately constrained.  Therefore, to 

make the final flow vector more useful for asset scheduling, a constraint that governs the 

minimum flow allowed across a particular arc needs to be built so that unrealistically small flows 

are not present in the optimal solution.  To implement this, a binary decision variable is included 

within a linking constraint to ensure that if it there is flow, it must be above a specified 

utilization parameter, effectively assigning a lower bound on the arc flow.  Constraint (1.4), 

(1.6), and (1.8) demonstrate the working of the binary variable. 

 This constraint is not applied universally across the time horizon, as it would 

unnecessarily govern flows at the end of the schedule and delay completing the evacuation.  

Thus, this constraint is only active until 50% of the population to be evacuated has arrived into 

the network.  After that time period, the model is allowed to assign flow without considering the 

minimum utilization thresholds and schedule assets accordingly.   

 

3.6. Post-processing and Scheduling Procedure 

Now that a functioning model is available, the next phase of the solution procedure is to 

interpret the optimal flows and allocate transportation resources to actually operationalize an 

evacuation.  By applying reasonable scheduling policies to the model solution it is possible to 

develop a flexible and executable schedule that can be utilized by the 2nd Infantry Division to 

facilitate an evacuation.   

 

3.6.1. Description of Model Outputs 

Applying the time staged network flow model to a given scenario; accounting for 

population size, arrival profile, and available fleet capacity, will yield a decision variable vector 

that describes the optimal evacuee flow across all arcs for the entire time horizon.  In raw vector 

form, this is challenging to visualize – but by reshaping the vector an arc list and looking at 

individual time periods, insight can be gained.  This formatting of the optimal flow vector is 

leveraged throughout the scheduling procedure, as it provides a convenient and easily 

manipulated method of looking at the arcs by transportation mode.   
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3.6.2. Scheduling Construction Procedure 

The raw output of the model is a single vector that lists the optimal values of the decision 

variables.  In this form, it is not particularly useful, and so it is post-processed into an arc list by 

time construction.  This format is significantly more intuitive and user friendly and facilitates the 

direct scheduling of assets.   

Translating the optimal flow vector into a usable asset allocation schedule for 2ID is the 

next significant task in the solution procedure.  The flow vector provides information regarding 

the specific number of evacuees traveling across certain arcs and time periods; and the network 

construction procedure allows for the easy sorting of arcs by asset type.  Once the arc flows are 

categorized by asset type, determining the number of assets required to satisfy the flow was 

accomplished by simply dividing the flows by the individual asset capacity and rounding up to 

determine the necessary number of assets.  This procedure is closely tied to Constraints (1.4), 

(1.6), and (1.8) that ensure that unreasonably small flows of evacuees are not scheduled in the 

solution, and therefore the rounding up functions as an extension of the minimum cost time-

staged model.  Without those constraints, a pure rounding procedure would either misallocate 

assets to small numbers of evacuees or effectively remove them from the network by failing to 

account for them.   

To illustrate how the rounding procedure behaves with the optimal flow vector; if the 

flow across a bus arc in a given time period was 460 evacuees and the capacity of a single bus is 

45 personnel, the procedure would divide 460 evacuees by 45 evacuees per bus to yield 10.222 

buses, which it would then round up to allocate 11 buses to that arc and time period.  This 

procedure takes place across all arcs and time periods and eventually produces a schedule for 

each asset throughout the evacuation.  Ultimately, this scheduling procedure and rounding policy 

will facilitate the evacuation – but it closely borders infeasibility once the minimum utilization 

constraints are lifted.  In the later stages of the evacuee assembly process, the schedule needs to 

be validated by the agency running the operation to ensure that the number of assets allocated 

remains feasible.  

In terms of the construction of the asset schedule, there are a number of resolutions that 

are possible depending on the operational tempo and the ability of the managing agency to 

execute.  The greatest level of detail is present in the schedule determined based on individual, 

half hour time periods.  Across a large and variable fleet, this may present some management 
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issues and result in some slippage across the schedule.  If that is too granular, the schedule can be 

modified, by totaling flows across two, four, or whatever the desired number of time periods is to 

deploy assets.  This implies that 2ID can scale the evacuation schedule according to whatever 

their staff has the capacity to manage without compromising the validity of the solution.  This 

flexibility also provides 2ID with a framework to internally stagger their assets to account for 

congestion or capacity limitations at specific nodes.   

 

3.6.3. Sample Schedule  

In order to better understand the asset schedule features of the model and to visualize the 

behavior of the constraints, it is useful to run a single iteration of the model at the smallest 

population level and fleet size of interest and investigate the results.  The following are the result 

of running the model to evacuate 18,694 non-combatants, with an average assembly time of 36 

hours, using a fleet of 6 CH-47 helicopters, 50 passenger buses, and 12 trains.  Broadly, the first 

arrivals into the network occur at hour 22 and the total evacuation takes 75.5 hours to complete.  

The first transportation assets are scheduled beginning in hour 25, and so the daily schedules are 

shown for days 2 and 3 below.   

The figures and tables that follow illustrate the bridge from essentially a raw flow vector 

from the model into an actionable time table of asset requirements.  Figures 3.6.1 – 3.6.4 display 

the organized optimal flow vector produced by the model and then highlight the performance of 

the resource constraints for each transportation mode.  In terms of accuracy, those figures detail 

the exact asset schedule down to 30 min time intervals and represent the optimal model solution.  

These can be easily aggregated to into larger time intervals for the purposes of mission 

execution, but that would likely result in the distortion of the optimal solution and potential 

infeasibility of the model.  Figure 3.6.5 is representative of an actual 12 hour block schedule that 

could be utilized by 2ID to manage an evacuation where at a glance it is apparent where the most 

traffic occurs in the network over a given period and the integrity of the optimal solution is 

preserved.   
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Figure 3.6.1. Helicopter Schedules, Day 2 and 3.  These figures detail 30 minute time steps and the shaded portions illustrate 

the performance of Constraints (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11). 

Figure 3.6.1 highlights how the scheduler assigns assets to individual arc flows and articulates how the constraints function 

within the time-staged network formulation.  In these schedules, the rows indicate the specific arc that an asset is assigned to, and the 

columns indicate the period in which that flow will begin.  For example in period 97, one CH-47 helicopter will transport evacuees 

from AP5 to the Reception Center.  These schedules also provide a clear picture of how the constraints operate.  First, in this case with 

6 helicopters available, no single column can have more than 6 helicopters assigned.  In addition to the single period bound, the 
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schedule is also bounded by flows initiated in earlier periods, and the number of periods of flow carried corresponds to the time it 

takes to complete the arc.  For example, the AP2 to AP3 (Row 1) arc takes one period to complete, and therefore those arc flows only 

need to be accounted for in the period where it assets are being scheduled, because by the next time period that asset is available again.  

However, in the case of the AP4 to Busan Station arc (Row 13) , that arc takes 7 time periods, or 3.5 hours, to complete, and so once 

an asset is scheduled to that arc it is effectively unavailable for 7 times periods.  To visualize how the constraints are operating, 

reference the shaded areas of the schedule – the total number of assets assigned within that block cannot exceed the specified number 

of assets available.  There are six CH47s available and within the first block, and six are scheduled.  This is true across all time periods 

and all transportation modes.  The day 2 and 3 schedules for buses and trains below in Figure 3.6.2 through 3.6.4 are similarly 

bounded, with 50 buses and 12 trains available.   

 

Figure 3.6.2. Bus Schedule, Day 2. 
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Figure 3.6.3. Bus Schedule, Day 3. 

            

Figure 3.6.4. Train Schedules, Day 2 and 3. 

While the organized solution vector is helpful; separating the schedule into 12 hour blocks more closely represents how the 

schedule will actually be employed by 2ID.  Figure 3.6.5 below identifies all of the active arcs in the first 12 hours of Day 2 and 
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cleanly displays which arcs have the most traffic and when that flow occurs.  It is expected that 2ID would slice the complete schedule 

into similarly sized portions and closely manage the execution until transitioning to the next window.   

Table 3.6.1. Asset Allocation and Schedule, Day 2 (0000-1200). 
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3.6.4. Vehicle Routing Procedure 

The asset allocation schedules provide an indication of the traffic density across each 12 

hour time window throughout the evacuation, and this is valuable information.  The next logical 

step is to apply a vehicle routing procedure to assign individual assets to each arc flow and 

determine route sequences for the complete evacuation.  That information is truly powerful in 

that it provides an exact method for 2ID to complete the NEO.   

The optimal solution to the time-staged network model linear program is a single vector 

that details the time instance specific flow of every arc across the full time horizon.  The position 

of an individual flow within this vector indicates the quantity of people moving as well as the 

time period it is scheduled to occur.  The location within the vector also describes the 

transportation mode responsible for executing a particular movement and knowing the capacity 

of each asset type, the number of assets required is directly calculated.  Redefining the optimal 

flows as the number of full asset shipments necessary, each with defined start times, readies the 

MILP solution for the application of a vehicle routing procedure.  To complete the formulation, 

constraints are applied to each transportation type to limit their capacities to a single shipment, 

and assign a depot to initiate and end route sequences.   

An offline vehicle routing strategy is employed; consisting of savings route construction 

procedure followed by two-opt improvement.  The savings procedure follows the Clarke-Wright 

heuristic that calculates the savings associated with merging shipment pairs as opposed to 

conducting them independently (Vigo, 2014).  Routes are then constructed based on minimizing 

the total cost of completing all shipments.  In this instance, cost is equivalent to time, and as such 

the procedure utilizes the time-staged network flow travel times to motivate the heuristic.  Once 

the routes are constructed, two-opt improvement performs an exhaustive series of edge 

exchanges to ensure the optimum collection of route sequences.  The complete solution to the 

vehicle routing procedure is a time specific location sequence for each asset available to 2ID.   

Of interest, the vehicle routing procedure solution preserves the constraints built into the 

MILP.  Since the shipments and associated time constraints are they themselves governed by 

fleet size and total capacity, the routing procedure effectively carries those boundaries forward 

into the route construction.  This represents a novel approach, in that it indirectly constrains the 

number of routes the Clarke-Wright savings procedure will construct.   
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The MILP solution is post processed and passed to the vehicle routing procedure in 12 

hour segments, which yields a route sequence with specified start times for each movement for 

the entire fleet of vehicles.  This result is significant in that in that it provides the literal 

mechanism required to execute the optimal solution determined from linear programming.  To 

visualize the schedules and the fleet utilization a number of graphics are generated as an 

example.  Figures 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 below are two sample depictions of the bus route sequences for 

Day 2 of the small evacuation scenario introduced in Section 3.6.2.   

 

 
Figure 3.6.5. Individual Bus Utilization.  Depiction of the active service times for each of the 49 

buses in use during the first 12 hours of Day 2.  
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Figure 3.6.6. Collection of Route Sequences for Individual Buses, Day 2 (0000-1159).  Node 5 

serves as the depot location for all bus assets. 
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3.6.5. Operational Tools  

Managing an operation of this magnitude requires a number of mission tracking tools to 

visualize performance and understand when decisions need to be made to keep the evacuation on 

schedule.  At the highest level – a simple graphic describing the planned outflow of evacuees is 

extremely helpful to gain an immediate understanding of mission status.  Figure 3.6.7 is an 

example of that product, with several key completion percentages listed for reference.   

 

 
Figure 3.6.7. Cumulative Evacuation Completion Percentage over Time.   

 

Table 3.6.2 below proposes a tracking and assignment tool for 2ID to use that 

summarizes the number of trips required over each arc in 12 hour time blocks throughout the 

evacuation.  This table, in conjunction with the detailed assets allocation schedules in Figure 

3.6.6, provide a framework that can be applied to address the complexities of the operation.   
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Table 3.6.2. NEO Transportation Schedule.  Days 1-3. 

 

The collection of Table 3.6.2 and Figures 3.6.8 and 3.6.9 would be the standard 

complement of trackers tools actively in use by 2ID during an evacuation.   
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3.6.6. Results and Descriptive Statistics  

The principle goal of this model is to serve as a tool for the 2nd Infantry Division during 

an actual evacuation, and therefore it must be able to quickly compare alternatives and evaluate 

them based on the actual circumstances.  For that to be possible, it is necessary to glean measures 

of performance and effectiveness from the model outputs and present them as descriptive 

statistics for individual runs.  Of interest to 2ID and for the purposes of comparing the model 

solutions the following performance statistics were measured:  

- Total Evacuation Time (days or hours) 

- Evacuation Rate (evacuations per hour) 

- Average Evacuee Waiting Time (hours) 

- Individual Assembly Point Closure Times (hours) 

- Average Assembly Point Closure Time (hours) 

Lifting these statistics from the solution was accomplished using logical expressions and 

simple calculations applied to the re-formatted arc list solution.  Total evacuation time was 

determined by finding the last time period in which there was flow across the A/SPOD arc into 

the sink node.  Evacuation rate was calculated by dividing the total population being evacuated 

by the total evacuation time.  The average evacuee waiting time was found by totaling the flow 

across all trans-period arcs for a solution and then dividing that number by the total number of 

evacuees.  The individual assembly point closure times was determined in a similar manner to 

the total evacuation time – except this time the solution was searched for the time period with the 

last flow out of the assembly point nodes.  And finally, the average assembly point closure time 

was found using the collection of assembly point closure times.   

These statistics are of interest for comparing the model solutions – but are also valuable 

in terms of the planning and execution of particular schedules.  For example, the waiting time of 

evacuees as they pass through the system can provide understanding as to how much food and 

water needs to be available or what additional billeting may be necessary to safely house 

evacuees as they are transported.  The other statistics present similar insights and can be used by 

2ID to further understand the operation.   

In addition to the pure statistic comparisons, a number of plots help visualize the 

performance of the model and quickly identify any anomalies.  Plots that display the population 

inflows against time, outflows versus time, as well as the cumulative density function of 
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population outflows versus time allow the users to quickly interpret how the mission is to 

function and when certain metrics are achieved.  For example, looking at the population outflows 

versus time enables the viewer to see when the operation is predicted to be 50% or 90% 

complete, which may be of importance to other mission requirements.   

 

Figure 3.6.8. Cumulative Evacuation Completion Percentage over Time.   
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Figure 3.6.9. Inflow and Outflow v. Time Period 

 

With the model and its interpretation established it is now possible to evaluate the 

performance of the system under various circumstances and get an understanding of how the 

broader network functions. 
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Chapter 4. Experimental Design 

The aim of the initial experimentation with the model is to gain a general understanding 

about how it performs under various conditions and provide a basis for closer inspection within 

case studies.  Each replicate of the experiment will record the descriptive statistics mentioned in 

the previous section and a statistical analysis of those aggregated results will be conducted to 

illuminate any interactions or performance trends.   

 

4.1. Research Questions 

Through experimentation and analysis of the results, this thesis aims to provide 2ID with 

means of improving an evacuation or better understanding how resilient a particular plan is to 

disruptions or the loss of assets.  Specifically, experimentation and analysis will seek answers to 

the following questions: 

- How many assets can be lost without a significant loss of performance? 

- How many assets are required to significantly improve performance? 

- How many assets are required to close down AP sites early? 

- How many additional assets are required to reduce average waiting time by 10%? 

- By how much would the arrivals have to slow to reduce waiting time by 10% 

With answers to these questions, 2ID could make decisions about their assets beyond just 

what they have immediately available to schedule.  They could look to acquire more assets if 

they are within a particularly sensitive band or choose to regulate flow into the system if they 

lack the sustainment resources to support extended evacuee wait times.  An understanding of the 

sensitivities would provide 2ID actionable information to facilitate an evacuation.   

 

4.2. Factors and Levels of Initial Experimentation 

For the initial experimentation with the model, three factors were investigated, each with 

three levels.  The factors for the experiments are population size, profile of the arrival, and sizes 

of the transportation fleet.  2ID directed the levels for the population factor based on the groups 

they intend to evacuate, but the levels for the fleet sizes and the profile of arrivals into the system 

were selected based on assumptions and a background understanding of the operation.  For this 

preliminary experimentation, the fleet size levels lock in the numbers of individual assets, so 
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level 1 will always consist of 50 buses.  Later investigations will allow for those individual asset 

values to change.   

In terms of conducting the experiment, it follows a 33 factorial design, with every factor 

being evaluated against every other level and factor across 27 experimental units to provide 

insight into the interactions and relationships between them.  Table 4.2.1 below summarizes the 

design of the initial experiment. 

Table 4.2.1. Initial Experimental Design. 

 
 

4.3. Initial Experimental Results 

Even without a specific evacuation scenario in mind, this initial experimentation provides 

a framework for 2ID that can be applied to better understand the requirements of an evacuation.  

At a glance it is apparent how long an evacuation should take under a variety of fleet sizes and 

assumed arrival profiles, and that information can be quickly applied to determine how a NEO 

would fit within in the context of the broader mission set 2ID is responsible for managing.  

Reviewing the results of experimentation with the model - an evacuation of the smallest 

population of DoD Families and USG personnel can will take between 41.5 and 105.5 hours 

depending on the arrival profile and fleet size used.  The medium population of DoD Families, 

USG, and US Citizens can be completed between 128.5 and 987.5 hours and the largest 
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population including TCNs will be between 445 and 1959.5 hours; again dependent on the 

arrival profile and fleet size employed.   

To further investigate these results and provide 2ID with more flexibility in terms of how 

they strategically align resources and units, the results of this experimentation were used to 

construct a simple linear regression model that could be used to estimate the performance 

statistics mentioned in Section 3.6.3.  This applies a response surface methodology to determine 

the value of a response variable (Law, 2007); in this case the total evacuation time. This logic 

can easily be directed at the other descriptive statistics of interest, with similar results.  This is 

essentially a simplified model of the actual time-staged network flow model and so for 

simplicity, the linear regression technique was used.  A quadratic or other regression model 

could have just as easily been applied with similar results.  The predictive expression for the 

evacuation time in hours, from this initial experimentation is as follows – 
3 2585.780 41.028 (2.312 10 ) (2.953 10 )EvacuationTime population TotalFleetCapacityλ − −= + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅   

(Equation 4.3.1) 

This predictive expression performs reasonably well, having an R squared value of 0.734, 

especially considering it has no specifics as far as the composition of the transportation fleet.  

This performance is consistent with the standard least squares modeling of evacuation rate, 

average AP closure, and average waiting time.  The utility of the model at this stage is largely 

based in its simplicity, as well as the ability to provide an understanding of the resources and 

time required to conduct an evacuation.  Based on this early analysis, 2ID can gather the required 

resources and allocate sufficient time to conduct a NEO, and the following case study will 

investigate and describe how the model can be used to schedule for and around other issues.  The 

complete results of the initial experiment can be viewed in the below table. 
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Table 4.2.2. Initial Experimental Results. 

 

 

4.4. Discussion on Run Times and Optimality 

These experiments were ran on a Dell Desktop with a 3.6 GHz processor and 16.0 GB of 

RAM.  The model was formulated within MATLAB 2018b and Gurobi 7.5.2 handled solving the 

actual MILP.  The optimality gap between the relaxed and strict formulations is set to 10-4 and 

the solution run times in this configuration averaged 222 seconds. 

This optimality gap was specifically chosen based on the desired utility of the model.  It 

is intended to be used as a real-time tool to schedule assets based on a changing environment and 

therefore the optimality gap was set to keep processing time below 600 seconds.  Table 4.2.3 and 

Figure 4.2.3 show the increase in processing times as the optimality gap is tightened, with the 

experiment in question being the evacuation of 156,545 non-combatants with a 1.5 day arrival 

profile, and 6 CH-47s, 50 passenger buses, and 12 trains.  It is apparent that requiring precision 

beyond 0.01 limits the effectiveness of the model, as run times with greater precision quickly 

exceed the functionally effective threshold.  It is also apparent that the solution quality does not 

markedly improve with the higher precision, which validates running it at the 10-4 optimality gap.   
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Table 4.2.3. Optimality Gap v. Run Times. 

 
 

  
Figure 4.2.3. Run Time v. Optimality Gap. 
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Chapter 5. Case Study 

5.1. Case Study Introduction 

In order to illustrate the utility of this model and its ability to aid decision makers in both 

planning and orchestrating a non-combatant evacuation, we present a series of additional 

experiments based on a probable evacuation scenario.  This study consists of two parts – one 

focused on planning the evacuation under additional mission requirements and the second 

revolving around responding to changes in the environment as the operation is conducted. 

If the DOS directed an evacuation, the GCC and its subordinate JTF would base their 

plans on the time and resources they have immediately available and have dedicated to this 

mission.  Additionally, given that an evacuation was required, the GCC would be simultaneously 

planning and executing a number of missions directly related to action with an enemy force.  

Essentially, there are multiple lines of effort that a GCC would be focused on - but collectively, 

it would have the flexibility to shift attention or resources based on the tempo or criticality of a 

particular mission.  Therefore, the underlying premise of this additional experimentation is that 

even though an initial fleet and timeline would be established, 2ID planners would look to find 

ways to conduct the NEO within the framework of a larger mission set and could shift resources 

between objectives to satisfy the requirements of the entire division.   

For the purposes of this exercise, the base scenario to be investigated will evacuate 

156,545 non-combatants with a fleet of 12 CH-47 Helicopters, 100 passenger buses, 24 trains, 

and will consider an arrival profile of 2.5 days to complete assembly.  The logic for starting at 

this configuration is that it represents a middle position between likelihood of occurrence and 

stress placed on the system and will therefore be of the greatest value for 2ID. 

Under the initial run of experiments with the model this configuration has the following 

descriptive statistics and behaviors – the evacuation takes 8.646 days or 207.5 hours to complete, 

the evacuation rate is 754.39 people/hour, the average evacuee wait time in the system is 58.32 

hours, and on average the AP sites close at 5.942 days.  Figure 5.1.1 describes the inflow of 

arrivals into the system and captures their outflow and the completion of the evacuation.  For 

clarity, these plots use a 1 hour time step. 
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 Figure 5.1.1. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. 1 hour Time Interval. 

 

Figure 5.1.2. Cumulative Evacuation v. 1 hour Time Interval. 
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Evaluating these plots allows the viewer to get a sense of the base performance of the 

model and understand when arrivals would be complete, when the evacuation is 50% complete 

and when it is completely finished.  These plots, and the earlier statistics, will serve as a basis for 

comparison as the model is adjusted for various new requirements.   

 

5.2. Case Study Part I - Planning NEO while under additional mission related constraints 

To demonstrate the value of this model as a tool for 2ID requires employing it under 

more realistic conditions.  In the course of a real evacuation it is understood that 2ID will be 

conducting numerous missions simultaneously and that NEO requirements will be in competition 

for organizational energy and resources.  That said, to build more realism into the case study 

necessitates formulating additional constraints or mission requirements.  This thesis attempts to 

replicate an evacuation scenario that is representative of the true requirements for 2ID by 

building in three additional requirements.   

Consider the following scenario: the deterrence efforts of the United States, South Korea, 

and the broader international community have faltered and direct military conflict with North 

Korea appears imminent.  The US Department of State has indicated that a NEO of all DoD 

Families, US Government Employees, and US Citizens will begin in two days.  The 2nd Infantry 

Division has elevated its readiness posture, and is planning for forward mobilization and 

occupation of designated defensive battle positions in 9.5 days.  2ID scouts, who for the purposes 

of this thesis operate assembly point 3, are expected to establish a screen and conduct 

reconnaissance and surveillance missions beginning in six days.  Additionally, stores of bulk 

rations and water are limited, and can only reasonably support the population that needs to be 

evacuated for 24 hours.   

Each facet of this scenario explores a different constraint, or a different way to adapt the 

model to meet the needs of 2ID.  The first requirement focuses strictly on ending the mission 

before the base experimentation conditions say it can be completed.  As previously mentioned, 

2ID can shift focus and reposition its own resources – and this iteration will meet the new 

mission requirements by determining just how much additional fleet capacity of each mode is 

required to satisfy the need.  The second stipulation implies that the early closure of an assembly 

point is necessary, and this directed model adjusts the arc capacity according to the required 

closure time to ensure that occurs.  The third requirement is aimed at limiting the waiting time of 
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evacuees as they move through the system.  Evacuees are told to assemble with food and water, 

but 2ID would have supporting rations available and therefore the wait time through the system 

needs to be less than 24 hours.  This iteration of planning investigates the impact of metering 

arrivals into the system by making directed announcements to specific slices of the evacuation 

population.  This case study attempts to demonstrate how early planning with the model can be 

refined to meet real-world operational requirements.   

 

5.2.1. Early AP Closure by Arc Upper Bounds 

The first additional requirement that must be accounted for is the mandated closure of an 

assembly point on a particular day.  It is necessary to start with this requirement as it can be 

achieved only by modifying the structure of the time-staged network.  Once this adjustment is 

made, subsequent required changes will all operate within the new framework and the results 

will build in a cumulative manner, otherwise they would be independent and thus less useful.   

Constructing an evacuation plan that ensures AP3 is closed before day 4 is slightly more 

complicated than a direct parameter adjustment, but is still easily handled by the model.  

However, before changes to the model are made it is first necessary to ensure that whatever the 

desired assembly point closure time occurs after evacuee assembly is complete.  The assembly 

timeline acts as a lower bound for site closures, as the operating assumption is that a site cannot 

be closed down while evacuees are still arriving.  If that condition is met, than it is possible to 

achieve an early assembly point closure by placing an upper bound of zero on the trans-period 

arcs beginning on the required closure day.  That modification essentially ensures that all 

evacuees that arrive into AP3 have departed before the upper bound is applied.  Once this 

constraint is factored into the model, the objective function will allocate assets in such a way to 

ensure all evacuees are clear before day 4.   

This can be seen in the allocation of assets on day 4 as well as the summarized results of 

the descriptive statistics for the full schedule.  The below table highlights the changes in the key 

metrics and details how the new schedule meets the additional requirements.  It should be noted 

that this constraint slows the evacuation slightly and that further adjustment and experimentation 

is necessary to ensure the schedule meets the new planning requirements.   
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Table 5.2.1. Metrics Comparison with AP3 Closure on Day 4. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.2.1. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. 1 hour Time Interval, with AP3 Closure 

on Day 4. 

 

It is interesting to compare how the model responds to the early closure of AP3; 

comparing Figure 5.2.1 to 5.1.1 shows how assets are diverted away from the rest of the network 

around day 4.  This is apparent in the lack of outflow from hour 80 to 96, where assets are 

focused on clearing AP3.   

 

5.2.2. Evacuation Completion Suspense by Fleet Capacity/Mode 

The second requirement to plan against is the evacuation completion suspense at 

NEO+7.5 days as a result of a BCT operation.  Further experimentation with the model at the 
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population level of interest yields information about the sensitivities to changes in certain fleet 

sizes.  Twelve additional experimental runs were made, while varying the levels of each specific 

transportation mode, as opposed to the simple capacity adjustments made during earlier 

experimentation.  Table 5.2.2 summarizes the additional runs – 

 

Table 5.2.2. Fleet Capacity Experimentation. 

 
 

Investigation of the sensitivities to specific transportation modes at the population size of 

interest through experimentation will be able to give 2ID a sense of how resilient their plan is to 

the loss of assets or how much could be gained if more could be acquired or reallocated to the 

evacuation efforts.  Similar to the initial experimentation, applying a standard least squares 

regression model to the results of experimentation produced a predictive expression that can 

easily be applied to determine how adding or removing assets effects the overall performance of 

a plan.  The expression below specifically predicts total evacuation time based on the number of 

transportation assets available: 

 

( ) 293.8562 0.95 0.7776 0EvacuationTime hrs heloFMC busFMC trainFMC= − ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅  

(Equation 5.1.1 – Predictive Expression: Evacuation Time in Hours, Mode Specific) 
 
 

Applying this expression show that adding either 25 helicopters or 31 buses will ensure 

that the plan meets the mission requirement of completing the evacuation in under 7.5 days.  It is 

necessary to check this estimated performance using the model – as the relationship is not strictly 

linear.  For example, running the model with 31 additional buses actually produces an evacuation 
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time of 162 hours, and so it is unnecessary to add all 31 buses to meet the requirement.  

Application of the predictive expression and simple adjustment of the parameters represent the 

most direct way to improve model performance, and it lends invaluable insight for advanced 

planning by 2ID.     

 

5.2.3. Evacuee Wait Time Limit by Metered Arrivals 

The third new mission requirement to plan against concerns the available supply of 

rations for the evacuees and therefore the waiting time through the system.  With a limited 

supply of rations available the wait time in the system needs to be less than 24 hours.  Due to the 

fact that for much of the evacuation process the model is operating at maximum capacity, it is 

necessary to try and influence the arrival profile to effect wait times through the system.   

The arrival process represents one of the areas of greatest uncertainty within the model, 

and so while it is possible to influence or direct the behavior of the evacuees, when they will 

actually arrive is difficult to say with a high degree of confidence.  That uncertainty is built into 

the arrival process during the initial formulation, but the adjustments made in this consideration 

further those early arrival assumptions.  The first formulation makes the assumption that the 

arrival process will be complete in a specified number of days based on when evacuees are 

notified.  This new consideration advances that assumption by supposing that individual portions 

of the total evacuee population will behave independently according to their notification.  For the 

smallest populations this is not unreasonable – as DoD families and USG personnel have likely 

experienced some NEO training and can be expected to understand the implications of staggered 

notification and report when they are directed.  But as the evacuee population expands to US 

Citizens or TCNs, this assumption may erode and the arrival profile may become more variable.  

Operating as if the assumption is valid, it is possible to notify slice elements of the total 

population in to produce an arrival profile that could aid in reducing the evacuee wait time 

through the system.   

With that assumption in place, the arrival profile can be modified by the number of 

notifications and evacuee population slices they address.  Inherently, there are risks present in 

this option – as those evacuees who are not notified to assemble may remain in a hostile area for 

a longer period of time, but this represents a working strategy to reduce waiting times.  Again, to 

determine the required number of notifications further experimentation with the model is 
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necessary and so the number of notifications is incrementally increased until the waiting time is 

reduced to below the working threshold.  For example, if there are to be three notifications, one 

third of the evacuees will be notified on each subsequent day.  This effectively meters the 

arrivals into the system and limits evacuee wait time.  It is important to note that as the arrival 

profile is modified by multiple announcements, other key metrics change as well, and so any 

complete solution will require further adjustments.  The following table illustrates the effect of 

multiple announcements on the evacuation schedule and its total performance.  It is apparent that 

the Average Evacuee Waiting Time decreases and the number of announcements is increased, 

but there is the stated effect of slowing the total evacuation time.  

 

Table 5.2.3. Metered Arrivals Experimentation.  

 
 

5.2.4. Combined Results and Solution Summary  

The planning portion of this case study illustrates how the model can be employed to 

handle a number of different planning considerations – beyond the direct evacuation mandate.  

Applying the changes discussed in the Section 5.2.1-5.2.3 to the model produces the schedule 

performance captured in the Table 5.2.4 below.   

 

Table 5.2.4. Combined Planning Case Study Results.  
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Table 5.2.4 shows the progression of schedule performance as the additional planning 

factors are handled by the model.  In the base schedule, none of the requirements are met, but by 

installing upper bounds on AP3, adding 26 buses to the fleet, and notifying the evacuees in four 

waves it is possible to meet the planning requirements and produce a workable schedule for 2ID.  

Figure 5.2.2 below shows at a glance the flow of arrivals v. completed evacuations to lend an 

understanding of how the schedule performs.   

 

 
Figure 5.2.2. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. Time Period (hrs).  This figure 

represents the planned solution against the Case Study Part 1 requirements. 

 

5.3. Case Study Part II - Executing the NEO while considering probable disruptions 

 The next phase of this case study is focused on the execution of an evacuation and how to 

utilize the model in response to disruptions or other variable circumstances.  Building on the 

planning scenario; three additional disruptions will be applied that the model must account for 

while scheduling assets.  Consider the following likely events – loss of transportation assets as a 
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result of military conflict, closure of a route or arc, and the irregular arrival of evacuees to 

assembly points.  It terms of the actual implementation, the model will account for the loss of 8 

helicopters from the fleet from day 3 forward, the closure of all bus routes from Assembly Point 

1 – Camp Casey to Busan beginning on day 4, and the irregular behavior of arrivals into the 

network.  These disruptions and adjustments will factor into the model and asset scheduler and 

ultimately this phase of the case study will show what changes or resources are necessary to still 

meet the additional planning requirements.   

 

5.3.1. Irregular Arrivals  

Real time utilization of the model and transportation asset scheduler is driven by the 

reporting of arrivals by the units managing each assembly point.  To this point, arrivals to 

assembly points have been approximated by the Poisson distribution detailed in Section 3.5.2.1.  

This adjustment marks a change how arrivals come into the system by attempting to simulate an 

irregular arrival distribution for the model to schedule against.  This is accomplished first 

isolating the periods in which arrivals occur and recording the corresponding arrival quantities. 

Those arrival quantities are then randomly assigned to the range arrival time periods to create a 

new, and irregular distribution for the model to deal with.  Depending on what requirements the 

model is attempting to account for, the irregular distribution could present a better or worse 

alternative to the incumbent Poisson distribution.  With the new arrival distribution generated to 

simulate the reporting of assembly points, the remaining disruptions can be applied to the model 

to further demonstrate how the model can be used during the course of an evacuation.  Figure 

5.3.1 highlights the performance of model considering this irregular distribution of arrivals.   
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Figure 5.3.1. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. Time Period (2hrs) with Irregular 

Arrival Profile. 

 

Of interest, this particular irregular arrival profile erodes the performance of the schedule 

as it yields a slower total evacuation and longer wait times than that of the planned scenario.  

This will not always be the case as the arrival profile could as easily skew early as opposed to the 

slightly early distribution created for this model.  This further reinforces the utility of running of 

the model and scheduling procedure repeatedly as new information is reported from the 

assembly points.   

 

5.3.2. Transportation Mode Attrition 

It is probable that over the course of an evacuation the size of the transportation fleet 

could change as a result of maintenance issues or military action.  This portion of the case study 

supposes that on the third day of the planned evacuation, 8 helicopters are lost to maintenance 

issues.  The model can account for this change in capacity through the adjustment of the train 

constraints beginning on day 3.  Conceptually, this is fairly straightforward – however due to the 
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time-staged nature of the network it is a tedious implementation.  Currently, the capacity 

constraints operate in three ways.  Single arcs have an upper bound related to the total fleet 

capacity of a particular transportation mode.  Transportation mode arcs are also grouped by type 

and are collectively assigned an upper bound according to their total fleet capacity across a 

number of time periods.  This ensures that the capacity is not exceeded in either a single time 

period or a series of time periods where transportation is occurring.  The third constraint only 

applies through the first half of the arrival process and ensures that arc flow, if scheduled, will 

only occur above a specified minimum occupancy level.  Therefore, no trips of single digit 

passengers will be scheduled by the model.  As a result of this formulation, adjusting the 

capacity of a particular transportation mode within the schedule essentially requires the 

construction of a second complete set of constraints to reduce the flow beginning in a particular 

time period.  Building on the results of the initial case study and factoring in the loss of assets – 

Figure 5.3.2 depicts the revised schedule performance.  Comparing against Table 5.2.4, total 

evacuation time slips from 179.5 hours to 198.5 hours with the loss, and so 2ID would need to 

look to shift assets to complete the mission within their requirements.   

 

Figure 5.3.2. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. Time Period (hrs) with Irregular Arrival 

Profile and Loss of Assets on Day 3. 
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5.3.3. Arc Closures 

 As with the mandatory closure of an assembly point on a specified day, the closure of 

any arc is easily accounted for by the adjustment of its upper bound.  Within this scenario, the 

bus arcs connecting Assembly Point 1 at Camp Casey to Busan Station, the Reception Center 

and the SPOD have been disrupted as a result of the military conflict, beginning on day 4.  At 

this point, to adjust the model to account for the constraint, an upper bound of zero can be 

applied to the bus arcs from AP1 beginning in time period 192, or day 4.  With this constraint 

applied, the model will schedule assets around these closed arcs and still seek to minimize the 

total time of the evacuation.  The below graph and table highlight the complete effect of all 

disruptions; arc closures, the attrition of train assets and the irregular arrival profile.   

 

Figure 5.3.3. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. Time Period (hrs) with Irregular Arrival 

Profile, Loss of Assets on Day 3, and Arc Closures. 
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In total, this disrupted evacuation fails to meet a number of the requirements established 

in the planning portion of this case study, and therefore to satisfy those demands 2ID needs to 

determine what additional assets are required to achieve the required schedule performance.   

 

5.3.4. Operational Recommendations to account for the Disruptions 

The disruptions applied to an evacuation within this case study illuminate the structural 

challenges present in keeping schedule performance to within an acceptable range.  That said, 

this model provides a fast and expedient method to analyze and adjust the plan to meet mission 

requirements in response to disruptions.  For the purposes of this evacuation scenario and 

considering the disruptions, 2ID would need to source 42 additional buses following the loss of 8 

helicopters and the closure of bus routes out of AP1 to keep the schedule on track to meet the 

required metrics.  Table 5.3.1 below shows the accumulating effects of the disruptions and shows 

the final schedule performance factoring the additional assets that are required to get the 

schedule within the acceptable performance levels.  The impact of these disruptions on schedule 

performance is considerable and may point to some inherent weakness in the evacuation network 

itself that 2ID could look to design around moving forward.   

Table 5.3.1. Complete Case Study Results.  
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Figure 5.3.4. Inflow and Outflow of Evacuees v. Time Period (hrs) with Irregular Arrival 

Profile and Loss of Assets on Day 3.  This figure displays the complete solution of the Case 

Study, addressing all planning requirements and disruptions during execution.   
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Chapter 6. Conclusion, Contributions, and Recommendations 

The primary goal of this thesis was to model the noncombatant transportation network in 

South Korea and devise an intelligent method for the allocation of transportation assets in order 

to facilitate a timely evacuation.  The thesis’ next objective was to analyze the performance of 

the model under various circumstances and identify ways to improve or respond to additional 

planning factors or addressing issues that could arise during the execution of the mission.   

Viable asset allocation schedules were created through the development and application 

of a time-staged network flow model coupled with a Poisson arrival process, and an 

understanding of the required time and resources to facilitate an evacuation was gained.  

Through the experimentation process and manipulation of the model, this thesis is able to 

definitively answer the research questions posed during the initial experimentation.  Depending 

on the scenario, it is possible to calculate, and subsequently verify, how adding to or subtracting 

from the fleet size of a particular transportation mode impacts the evacuation time.  It is possible 

to bound the model in such a way as to close assembly points early and schedule around the 

closure of specific routes and nodes in response to disruptions.  And it has been shown how 

affecting the profile of arrivals can be used to limit waiting time through the system.  The 

procedures described in this thesis provide 2ID, and similarly situated ground combatant 

commands, with a working methodology that can be applied to their circumstances in order to 

successfully allocate and schedule resources to complete noncombatant evacuation missions.   

This work makes meaningful contributions on two fronts – military application and as a 

unique scholarly work.  This thesis makes a clear improvement in the decision making and 

resource allocation methodology employed by 2ID in South Korea, and addresses an obvious 

need in that instance.  But broadly, this work is productive for noncombatant operations as a 

mission set.  This work has clear application in the Baltic States and Germany, where similar 

population levels and infrastructure require intelligent resource allocation in the event of an 

evacuation.  And looking inward, military support to natural disaster evacuations within the 

United States provide another application for this model, albeit with different motivating 

circumstances.  This starts to highlight what is unique about this model and how it is 

academically productive as well.  The formulation of this problem is based on the optimization 

of tactical decisions within an evacuation mission.  That is unique in that previous works are 

planning oriented – what resources can be pre-positioned, what routes and locations will be used, 
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how can we optimize an evacuation on the front end.  This thesis constructs a near real time 

evacuation optimization in response to arrivals and a fluid transportation infrastructure where 

assets are re-allocated and adjusted throughout a mission.  To summarize, this work contributes 

to the military understanding and execution of NEO missions by employing optimization tools to 

make tactical decisions within the execution of an operation.  And that need to make adjustments 

in response to changing circumstances necessitates the novel application of proven optimization 

techniques. 

The recommended course of action for the 2nd Infantry Division moving forward, is for it 

to employ the model and scheduler during the annual NEO simulations; Operations Courageous 

Channel and Ulchi Freedom Guardian in South Korea.  The transportation assets can be allocated 

according the model solution and updated in real time as reports of arrivals come into system and 

disruptions occur.  Through iteration, that process would likely reveal other areas to improve and 

streamline the function of the complete system, that way in the event of a real world NEO, 2ID 

would be better prepared to respond and facilitate a successful operation.    
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Chapter 7. Future Work and Application 

Noncombatant evacuation operations present a challenging and complex problem set, and 

a portion of the work done in this thesis was to simply translate those expected complexities into 

something that could be approached with proven optimization and linear programming 

techniques.  That said, those simplified translations were often the result of assumptions to 

account for particularly thorny issues that could certainly be addressed in future work.  With 

some of those issues more accurately accounted for the model and scheduler could be even more 

useful for the end user.  

One obvious area for further investigation and modeling concerns the arrival process of 

noncombatants into the system.  For the purposes of this thesis, arrivals into the system were 

modeled uniformly across all assembly points using a Poisson distribution.  This did not account 

for any measure of the population’s collective proximity to the assembly points, make any 

consideration for the psychological effects of the distance from the demilitarized zone or 

expected military conflict, or account for noncombatant in processing and manifesting at the 

assembly points.  Potentially with simulation or data collection during evacuation rehearsal 

operations these issues could be clarified and then incorporated within the model to improve its 

accuracy.   

Another facet of the model and its performance that could be explored is the resiliency of 

a particular schedule to disruptions.  It was apparent in the execution case study that some 

disruptions are more impactful then others depending on which portions of the network they 

effect and when they occur.  With more investigation, 2ID could potentially identify weaknesses 

of particular network structure and look to plan around or fortify the system in such a way to 

stabilize the expected performance of an evacuation.  That could be achieved by adding nodes 

and arcs to the network, forcing certain flows to occur early in an evacuation to limit exposure, 

or simply providing more security on critical routes – but further experimentation and analysis 

could illuminate those options.   

The last extension to the model worth discussing in this thesis is the application of an 

online vehicle routing procedure to the optimal time-staged network flow vector.  Effectively, 

the optimal flow vector serves as a list of shipments with specified pickup and drop off times and 

locations that a fleet of transportations could be scheduled against, while accounting for traffic 

information, in real-time.  If it could be done with similar processing times, this would represent 
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a clear improvement over the existing scheduler and account for a significant portion of the 

complexity and ambiguity associated with the model.   
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Appendix A – Time-staged Network Arc List 

 

Arc Number SP I J RP
Single Trip 

Cost 
(Minutes)

Round Trip 
Cost 

(Minutes)

Cost (30min 
Time Periods)

Rounded

1 Supersource Node 1 2 AP - Casey 0 0 0.000 0
2 Supersource Node 1 3 AP - Red Cloud 0 0 0.000 0
3 Supersource Node 1 4 AP - Yongsan 0 0 0.000 0
4 Supersource Node 1 5 AP - Humphreys 0 0 0.000 0
5 Supersource Node 1 6 AP - Jamsil Stadium 0 0 0.000 0
6 Supersource Node 1 12 Seoul Station 0 0 0.000 0
7 Supersource Node 1 14 Reception Center 0 0 0.000 0

23 AP - Casey 2 3 AP - Red Cloud 15 30 1.000 1
24 AP - Casey 2 4 AP - Yongsan 22 44 1.467 2
25 AP - Casey 2 5 AP - Humphreys 40 80 2.667 3
26 AP - Casey 2 13 Busan Station 117 234 7.800 8
27 AP - Casey 2 14 Reception Center 122 244 8.133 9
28 AP - Casey 2 15 POD (Sink Node) 74 148 4.933 5
29 AP - Red Cloud 3 4 AP - Yongsan 15 30 1.000 1
30 AP - Red Cloud 3 5 AP - Humphreys 35 70 2.333 3
31 AP - Red Cloud 3 13 Busan Station 110 220 7.333 8
32 AP - Red Cloud 3 14 Reception Center 115 230 7.667 8
33 AP - Red Cloud 3 15 POD (Sink Node) 63 126 4.200 5
34 AP - Yongsan 4 5 AP - Humphreys 28 56 1.867 2
35 AP - Yongsan 4 13 Busan Station 105 210 7.000 7
36 AP - Yongsan 4 14 Reception Center 110 220 7.333 8
37 AP - Yongsan 4 15 POD (Sink Node) 48 96 3.200 4
38 AP - Humphreys 5 13 Busan Station 91 182 6.067 7
39 AP - Humphreys 5 14 Reception Center 96 192 6.400 7
40 AP - Humphreys 5 15 POD (Sink Node) 39 78 2.600 3
41 AP - Casey 2 7 Dongducheon Station 15 30 1.000 1
42 AP - Casey 2 8 Uijeongbu Station 35 70 2.333 3
43 AP - Casey 2 12 Seoul Station 114 228 7.600 8
44 AP - Casey 2 13 Busan Station 285 570 19.000 19
45 AP - Casey 2 14 Reception Center 305 610 20.333 21
46 AP - Casey 2 15 POD (Sink Node) 359 718 23.933 24
47 AP - Red Cloud 3 8 Uijeongbu Station 15 30 1.000 1
48 AP - Red Cloud 3 12 Seoul Station 71 142 4.733 5
49 AP - Red Cloud 3 13 Busan Station 263 526 17.533 18
50 AP - Red Cloud 3 14 Reception Center 283 566 18.867 19
51 AP - Red Cloud 3 15 POD (Sink Node) 324 648 21.600 22
52 AP - Yongsan 4 12 Seoul Station 45 90 3.000 3
53 AP - Yongsan 4 13 Busan Station 272 544 18.133 19
54 AP - Yongsan 4 14 Reception Center 292 584 19.467 20
55 AP - Yongsan 4 15 POD (Sink Node) 346 692 23.067 24
56 AP - Humphreys 5 9 Pyeongtaek Station 20 40 1.333 2
57 AP - Humphreys 5 13 Busan Station 228 456 15.200 16
58 AP - Humphreys 5 14 Reception Center 248 496 16.533 17
59 AP - Humphreys 5 15 POD (Sink Node) 266 532 17.733 18
60 AP - Jamsil Stadium 6 12 Seoul Station 33 66 2.200 3
61 AP - Jamsil Stadium 6 13 Busan Station 265 530 17.667 18
62 AP - Jamsil Stadium 6 14 Reception Center 285 570 19.000 19
63 AP - Jamsil Stadium 6 15 POD (Sink Node) 275 550 18.333 19
64 Busan Station 13 14 Reception Center 20 40 1.333 2
65 Busan Station 13 15 POD (Sink Node) 35 70 2.333 3
66 Reception Center 14 15 POD (Sink Node) 15 30 1.000 1
67 AP - Jamsil Stadium 6 12 Seoul Station 34 68 2.267 3
68 Dongducheon Station 7 8 Uijeongbu Station 27 54 1.800 2
69 Dongducheon Station 7 12 Seoul Station 79 158 5.267 6
70 Uijeongbu Station 8 12 Seoul Station 48 96 3.200 4
71 Pyeongtaek Station 9 10 Asan Station 29 58 1.933 2
72 Cheonan-Asan Station 11 13 Busan Station 117 234 7.800 8
73 Seoul Station 12 13 Busan Station 160 320 10.667 11
74 Asan Station 10 11 Cheonan-Asan Station 0 0 0.000 0
75 POD (Sink Node) 15 16 POD (Sink Node) 0 0 0.000 0
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Appendix B – Time-staged Model Construction Example 
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Appendix C – MATLAB 2018b Script (Base Formulation) 

The following procedure utilizes the Matlog: Logistics Engineering Matlab Toolbox, a free 
downloadable software developed by Dr. Michael Kay of Fitts Department of Industrial and 
Systems Engineering North Carolina State University, available for download at the website 
listed in references.   
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This script captures the helicopter related resource constraints.  Bus and train constraints follow 
the same construction.   
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Appendix D – SAS JMP Pro Standard Least Squares Regression Script 
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Appendix E – Seoul Annual F-77 Report 
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